17:55 Adam Spangler: shall i send the questions through line now?

17:55 Kazuko: Ok

17:56 Adam Spangler: do you think there is a problem with english education in Japanese schools?

17:57 Kazuko: Yes

17:58 Adam Spangler: what do you think is causing the problem?

18:05 Kazuko: We have interesting about English and want to become use it freely. But teachers doesn't know and learn it technics. So many students give up to study.

18:08 Kazuko: And also it have problem in Japanese entrance examination sistem, I think.

18:08 Adam Spangler : what's wrong with the examination system?

18:10 Kazuko: We just forces to get points for tests. It's not true English.

18:11 Adam Spangler : do you have any ideas for fixing that problem?

18:11 Kazuko: So many Japanese can't speak English and difficult to hear.

18:12 Kazuko: It's difficult question.

18:14 Kazuko: If we take English lessons more we might be lost Japanese language.

18:16 Adam Spangler : is there any change you'd like to make to improve english learning?

18:17 Adam Spangler : like something you think would make students more interested in lessons?

18:21 Kazuko: So without lose traditional Japanese language we get to learn English, government must change from basic sistem.

18:22 Kazuko: If I had my classroom I use English anytime.

18:23 Adam Spangler : for other subject lessons as well?

18:23 Kazuko: May be possible I think.

18:24 Adam Spangler : have you seen any other teachers try new ideas for teaching english?

18:25 Kazuko: I think no.

18:30 Kazuko: But some company try to send game with English for kids.

18:30 Adam Spangler : do you know if those games are good for teaching?

18:33 Kazuko: Pocket monster You know it's familiar with for kids , so it's get easily than lessons. About me, if we had comic books that I love , I could get English mother easily, but we don't have English version.